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Hoyal Typewriter factory. Hartford. Conn

Compare the Work- the
Workmanship.
Compare
typewriter
You will choose the Royal
workmanship

the work of the Royal typewriter.put it to the
Compare test
deciding of actual results.
Compare the ea.se with which the work is done, because of the
personal touch adjustment.
Compare the perfect presswork insured by Royal con¬
struction.
of the work.the clean, clear, legible
Compare the appearance
letters; the exact, correct lines.
the increa.sed efficiency of the operator, because
work and better work is done with less effort.

Compare

by the
Compare the time thesaved
mechanical
operator, through
responsiveness of the Royal.
Compare the money saved through
the ending of excessive repairs.
the money saved because the
Royal does not have to be "laid

Royal
*

more

Waster Model

of the Royal from any and every
the
Compare
point of the highest standard of mechanics.
of its appearance, to the minutest details
Compare the elegance
of its enameling and nickeling.
air of high grade work¬
symmetry.its
Compare its absolute something
is built into an article
manship, that peculiarwho love theirwhich
work.

workmen
honest workmanship, the obvious desire to build
Compare the real
service into a piece of machinery.
long life and
of the working parts; the
Compare the exquisite finish
exactness of the fit of each bear¬

by

master

ing.

Price $100

Compare the use of theotherproper
ma¬
high grade metal and
terials where cheaper substances

might be

used.
con¬
Compare the simplicity ofwithits which
struction.the directness
its parts do their work.
Compare theof marvellously accu¬
rate timing
every working part
so that all act together as a perfect
whole.
Royal workmanship will stand the

off."

greater value in a
Compare the
which is not built to
typewriter
be sold with the understanding that

will have to be "traded out" in
two or three years.
Royal typewriting will stand the

it

test.

test.

a representative will call. Without the slightest obligation
Get the facts. Know the Royal. Telephoneoforthewrite us and
Royal in .your own office and under your own working conditions.
on your part you can "compare the work"

Royal Typewriter

Royal Typewriter Company, Inc.Branches

Building, 364 Broadway, New York City, 'Phone Franklin 4400

"Compare the ¡Fork

and Agencies the World Over
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